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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Loaded questionWhy are you here todayWorking in university is busy and pressurizedUsing quality approaches is one way to make it less busy



Changing HE 
landscape

• Be more local/regional/global/internationalised
• Increase participation/widen access/charge fees
• National budgets and funding
• Purpose of Higher Education
• Public and Private participation
• Massification
• Encourage student mobility/more international 

students
• Marketisation
• Demand for efficiency
• Rankings and ratings
• Non traditional students
• Competition
• Quality as strategy
• Improve academic ability/meet labour market needs



Accountability

the quality or state of 
being accountable especially : 
an obligation or willingness to 
accept responsibility or to 
account for one's actions



Accountability 
in Higher 

Education

• Accountability is  closely related to 
evaluation of efficiency, effectiveness, 
and performance

• Requires proving that higher education 
has achieved planned results and 
performance in an effective manner

• Emphasising results and outcomes are 
the basic characteristics of 
accountability

• Evaluating higher education is a major 
approach for implementing 
accountability



The 
Accountability 

Triangle



Quality in 
Higher 

Education

• Fitness for purpose
• Compliance
• Customer satisfaction
• Excellence
• Value for money
• Transformation
• Enhancement
• Control 
• All  of the above? 



European 
Standards and 

Guidelines

• Part 1: Standards and guidelines for internal 
quality assurance 

• Part 2: Standards and guidelines for external 
quality assurance

• Part 3: Standards and guidelines for quality 
assurance agencies



Part 1: Standards and guidelines for internal 
quality assurance

1.1 Policy for quality assurance 

1.2 Design and approval of programmes 

1.3 Student-centred learning, teaching and assessment 

1.4 Student admission, progression, recognition and certification 

1.5 Teaching staff 

1.6 Learning resources and student support 

1.7 Information management

1.8 Public Information

1.9 On-going monitoring and periodic review of programmes 

1.10 Cyclical external quality assurance



Accountability 
in Higher 

Education

• What is the institution trying to do? 
• How is the institution trying to do it? 
• How does the institution know it works? 
• How does the institution change in order to 

improve?



The Purposes 
of Quality 
Assurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whatever quality is it differentiates HEIsIt enables comparison between heisIt makes heis justify claims they make about themselves – public informationIt enables international comparabilityProvides reassurance for studentsMake the desire for quality an overarching principle in every operation (creating a quality culture)  Be knowledgeable about the needs of students and academics (the actors involved in the service)  Creating desirability for the HEI through meeting social and economical trends while maintaining high level of academic integrating and superior quality. Or accountability, control, compliance, and improvement



Accountability Vs Improvement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accountability and improvementTension between stakeholdersFunders want accountabilityHeis want improvementStriving for compliance hinders improvementDemonstrating accountability enables autonomy and consequently improvementConflictInternal quality assurance and external quality assuranceIqa enables institutions to contextualise their activity



Focus on Enhancement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do I need to say more than whats on this slide?You need to decide what to improve and howIn Scotland Enhancement-led Institutional Review (ELIR) is an evidence-based method of peer review, meaning that staff and students from other institutions join a team of reviewers to assess what each higher education institution does. ELIR results in a judgement and a set of commendations and recommendations relating to the way the institution is securing academic standards and improving the student experience



Focus on 
outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk a little about the learning outcomes approachLearning outcomes are the building blocks of higher education reformOutcomes are different from outputs



Evidence 
Based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evidence based interventions to improve the systemBalanced so not to produce a heavy quality assurance burdenCost-Benefit AnalysisCost of Quality (COQ)Control ChartsBenchmarkingDesign of Experiments (DOE)Statistical SamplingFlow ChartingQuality Management Methodologies (i.e. Six Sigma, CMMI, etc)Cause and Effect Diagrams (i.e. Fishbone Diagram)HistogramPareto ChartRun ChartScatter DiagramInspection



Promoting 
Accountability 
- Enhancing 
Quality

Harmonisation not standardisation

Putting the institution in control

Institution responsible for defining quality and priorities

Institution devises its own Internal Quality Assurance

Supports individual and institutional development

Encourages individual responsibility for quality

Is continuous and enhancing



Any 
questions?

• Thank you for listening
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